Yeshiva University Manhattan Campuses Faculty Council Members
Fall 2014 – Spring 2015

Stern College for Women
Josh Bacon jbacon@yu.edu
Jeff Freedman freedman@yu.edu
Nora Nachumi nachumi@yu.edu
Emil Prodan prodan@yu.edu
Marnin Young myoung2@yu.edu
Marina Holz (alternate) mholz@yu.edu

Yeshiva College
Neer Asherie asherie@yu.edu
Gabriel Cwilich cwilich@yu.edu
Paula Geyh (speaker) geyh@yu.edu
Joanne Jacobson jacobson@yu.edu
William Stenhouse sten hous@yu.edu
Lauren Fitzgerald (alternate) fitzger@yu.edu

Sy Syms School of Business
Joseph Kerstein jkerstei@yu.edu
Avri Ravid ravid@yu.edu
Archishman Chakraborty (alternate) archishman@yu.edu

Azrieli Graduate School of Jewish Education
tbd

Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
David Carlson dcarlson@yu.edu
Lynn Wishart wishart@yu.edu
Leslie Salzman salzman@yu.edu
tbd

Bernard Revel Graduate School of Jewish Studies
Daniel Rynhold rynhold@yu.edu

Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology
Charles Swencionis (vice-speaker) charles.swencionis@einstein.yu.edu
Abraham Givner givner@aecom.yu.edu

Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary (and Undergraduate Torah Studies)
Rabbi Uri Orlian uorlian@yu.edu
Rabbi Ezra Schwartz schwart5@yu.edu

Wurzweiler School of Social Work
Joan Beder beder@yu.edu